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I. The play

1. OVERVIEW

Leïli likes hunting, dressing like the boys and gelling her hair. Nils has long hair, cries a lot, and 
doesn't have big muscles. Cédric is big and strong, and does everything he can to be the perfect 
boy. These three children grow up together, becoming neither princesses nor super heroes.

This piece is aimed at children aged seven and above. The characters address the audience 
directly, on a mission to find out what makes each of us either a girl, or a boy.

2. EXTRACT FROM THE TEXT

« I'm allowed to wear a boy's rain jacket

I'm allowed to win at orienteering
I'm allowed to cry when I'm sad
I'm allowed to like forests, mud and orienteering
I'm allowed to prefer hiking boots
I'm allowed to not like it when people throw marbles at me
I'm allowed to not like it when people call me a monster
I'm allowed to like Cédric, even if I don't look like Chloé."

Extract from She no princess, he no hero by Magali Mougel (Actes Sud Papiers) translated by 
Chris Campbell 

 
3. SELECTED PRESS REVIEWS

"A deep yet uplifting musing on gender identity and our prejudices." 
InterCDI, May/June 2016

"Magali Mougel's play incisively captures the naivety, ingenuity and adaptability of children as 
they observe the world around them. (...) What shines through in Elle pas princesse, lui pas héros,
are these two characters on a quest for self-understanding. That's what makes this play a 
success. These young protagonists dazzle. Magali Mougel's play accurately touches on the idea 
of doubt, the sense of a growing awareness of being different, the complicated resistance to 
society's implicit or explicit demands. An anthem in which stories are intertwined, with one 
anchoring character who reflects the differences of all the others, and aids in the process of self-
acceptance. (...) What Elle pas princesse, lui pas héros seems to stand for is a double coming-of-
age tale, in which each person's differences flourish through encountering and acknowledging the
Other as an individual full of depths to be explored." 

Bulles de culture, 16 November 2017

 "To tackle the question of gender, Magali Mougel serves up three successive voices, in three 
young characters: Leïli, a headstrong tomboy, Nils, a sensitive, dreamy child who the other boys 
bully, and Cédric, the embodiment of budding male superiority. Through her sensitive writing and 
nimble switching between perspectives, the writer succeeds in creating three touching 
protagonists, and in helping young readers reflect on gender identity without a whiff of dogma: 
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through the subjective nature of each individual's point of view, and through the enigmatic 
hermaphrodite snail character." 

La Revue des livres pour enfants, April 2016

The role of women is a central theme in Magali Mougel's work. Her writing is very pacey and 
grounded, rooted in reality and overflowing with musicality. She takes overlooked themes, and 
explores them in full." 

Tiphaine Le Roy, Le Piccolo No. 72, March 2017

4. THE PLAY IN FRANCE

Magali Mougel was commissioned to write this piece for the "Odyssées en Yvelines" festival. The 
play was co-developed in collaboration with stage director Johanny Bert, who staged the play in 
January 2016 (production: Compagnie Théâtre de Romette).

The play was performed in non-theatre venues: libraries, schools and community halls. The actors
were immersed in settings stripped of trappings such as curtains or set designs, working with a 
direct connection to the audiences, instead. The audiences were split into two groups and were 
led by a male actor on one side, and a female actor on the other, in two spaces: two different 
corners of each library, school or community hall.
Each group encountered a character who would then tell them their story. They would open with 
the line "I would have liked to have been a girl" (the male actor), or "My parents had always 
wanted a boy" (the female actor). Two stories interlaced with a bunch of other stories, exploring 
the tastes, preferences, roles and postures to be adopted as either a boy or a girl. At the interval, 
the groups would switch, and the audience would meet with the second character. The stories 
come and slot together like jigsaw pieces, deconstructing gender stereotypes and clichés.

In December 2014, before the play was staged, Maïa Bouteillet interviewed Magali Mougel and 
Johanny Bert

"What is a little girl? What is a little boy?"

Magali Mougel: Little girls love anything pink. Little girls love cupcakes. Little girls love cute 
animals, and especially unicorns. Little girls love sweeties. They love their mummies, and anything
sweet…

Johanny Bert: Little girls always wear dresses… 

M.M.: Little girls love super cute music… Little girls love cartoons. They love pretty little dresses, 
and especially anything soft…

J.B.: Little boys get into scraps and pull their little sisters' hair.

M.M.: Little boys have to be naughty. Little boys run around, they're hyperactive…

J.B.: Little boys have to play football with their dads.

M.M.: And if little boys can wreak havoc on their way in and out, then they'll do it.

 
What is the concept? 

J.B.: When the audience arrives, they are met by two actors who split them into two groups and 
take them off to two different spots. These two spots could be two areas in a library, in a 
community hall, in a school... It doesn't really matter. The idea is that the actors aren't in a 
theatre, with curtains or sets. They're in direct contact with the audience. Each actor then 
explains how, when they were young, they didn't necessarily want to be a little girl or boy, 
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specifically. After 25 minutes, the interval allows the two groups to switch over, meeting the 
second actor and hearing their story in turn. The idea is to take part in a kind of puzzle. The two 
actors work independently, meaning they bring their accessories with them, perhaps a case with 
a few things, a few puppet-style props. They can perform their part adapting to each different 
venue, working with very few props and staying very close to the audience. They tell their stories 
and improvise anecdotes as the performance unfurls. This method builds a direct relationship 
between the actors, the audience, the text and the handful of objects the actors will have brought
with them. 

How do you write? 

M.M.: When I start work on a project or I have an idea for a new piece, I always begin by 
researching. I read a lot, intellectual works and more entertaining things I might find online or in 
books. I investigate how other writers might have tackled a theme or topic. Music and film play a 
huge part in my groundwork. What's fascinating is when the play is brought to life on stage, when
you meet the actors: how the actor uses their body, how they use the space and move across the
stage. All this fuels the fire and desire to write, the urge to go in one direction rather than 
another.
This switching back and forth between solitary writing and working on stage is crucial to the 
writing process. They are two complementary processes I hold dear. For this specific project, the 
writing will begin ahead of time, allowing me to create structure and organise the narrative. Then,
it will be about meeting the actors to see them move around the stage, to hear how they want to 
tell the story, investigate how we can incorporate a part of them into the writing and try to make 
this story as close as possible to their own. We'll be working with both writing and improvisation 
to draw on these different aspects equally.

J.B.: Working with living writers is important to me. The challenge with young audiences lies in 
explaining and showing them that there are stories – the traditional Grimm and Perrault tales that 
they know –, and there are also living, breathing writers writing today, about issues that are 
relevant in the here and now. Of course, fairy-tales tackle identity and a host of other themes. We
need these classics, but we also need to use modern words and images to tell children stories 
that are relevant to them. Society changes, clichés change, and contemporary writers are 
producing stories that speak to today's children. 

Where did the idea for the story come from? 

M.M.: When you're six, you're not always aware of what will go on to be important in the sense of
identity you build for yourself. You don't yet know what model you will ultimately refer back to as
you grow up. What's certain is that if you only have access to set models without ever being 
given the opportunity to question them, you inevitably end up unable to breathe. 

M.M.: I always wanted to be a boy!

J.B.: Really? When you were little, you wanted to be a boy?

M.M.: Yes, I wanted to be a boy. I thought it must be so cool…

J.B.: What did you want to do?

M.M.: I wanted to be a lorry driver!"
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II. The playwright

 
MAGALI MOUGEL

Born in 1982, Magali Mougel studied writing for theatre at the 
ENSATT. Now an author and playwright, she draws on everyday life
for inspiration, investigating its nuances through fiction. She 
regularly works on commissioned pieces and collaborates with 
different bodies. 
In 2015- 2016, her staged works included Erwin Motor, Dévotion 
directed by Delphine Crubézy (La Filature), Je ne veux plus directed
by Olivier Letellier (Théâtre national de Chaillot), Guerillères 
Ordinaires directed by Anne Bisang (Poche | Geneva |Switzerland),
Elle pas Princesse, Lui pas Héros directed by Johanny Bert 
(Odyssées en Yvelines festival), and Suzy Storck directed by Jean-
Pierre Baro (ERAC). Her work is published by Les Éditions Espaces 
34 (Erwin Motor, Dévotion, Guérillères Ordinaires, Suzy Storck 
Penthy Sur La Bande) and Les Éditions Actes Sud (Elle pas 
princesse, Lui pas héros).

In 2016-2017, Simon Delattre staged and directed her Poudre Noire (Théâtre Jean Arp in 
Clamart), and Anticorps was produced by Maxime Contrepois (Théâtre Ouvert and the Mettre en 
Scène festival in Rennes). She co-wrote Olivier Letellier's upcoming La Nuit où le jour s’est levé 
with Sylvain Levey and Catherine Verlaguet (Théâtre national de Chaillot) and Nous sommes les 
oiseaux de la tempête qui s’annonce, based on Lola Lafon's novel and adapted for the stage in 
collaboration with Hélène Soulié (HTH – CDN de Montpellier).
Her work has been translated into English, Spanish, Catalan, German, Italian and Portuguese.

WRITING FOR THEATRE

Les Belles de Nuit, 2019

Shell Shock, Editions Espaces 34, 2019

Les Pestes / Perchée dans les arbres, 2018 

Hippolyte, 2017

We just wanted you to love us, 2017

Pourdre Noire, 2016

Lili B., 2015

Coeur d'Acier, 2015

The Lulu Projekt, Editions Espaces 34, 2015

Penthy sur la bande, Editions Espaces 34, 2013

FIAT LUX, Revue Espace(s) n°9, 2013

SUZY STORCK, Editions Espaces 34, 2012

LEDA / Le sourire en bannière, Editions Espaces 34, 2011

Lilith à l'estuaire du Han, Editions Espaces 34, 2012

ERWIN MOTOR / Dévotion, Editions Espaces 34, 2010

Lili # essai 3 #, 2007

Waterlily # essai 2 #, L’Act mem, 2006

Varvara # essai 1 #, L’Act mem, 2004
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SHORTS

Fiona, Éditions Théâtrales, 2017

Du désordre, Editions Les Solitaires Intempestifs, 2012

La dernière battue, Editions Espaces 34, 2012

A force que le monde me crie dessus, 2011

Le pigeonnier - version sans le père, 2011

Le pigeonnier, 2011

Pardès, 2008

COLLECTIVE/COLLABORATIVE WRITING

Le jour où la nuit s'est levée, texte écrit avec Catherine Verlaguet et Sylvain Levey, Editions 

Lansman, 2016

Pourquoi ailleurs et pas ici – A quoi rêve la prairie Plinenn, texte écrit avec Marie Dilasser et Jean-

Marie Clairambault, 2011

Les véritables petits bonbons d’Antan, texte écrit avec Laura Tirandaz, 2011

Triptyque rural – Pourquoi ici et pas ailleurs, texte écrit avec Marie Dilasser, 2010

Territoires – Cadavre exquis théâtral, texte écrit avec Marie Dilasser et Samuel Gallet, 2009

WRITING FOR CHILDREN/YOUNG ADULTS

Elle pas princesse, Lui pas héros, Editions Actes Sud / Heyoka Jeunesse, 2006

Je ne veux plus, 2015

A belles dents !, 2011

Pièce A4 mains, 2010

WORKS IN TRANSLATION

Les Pestes / Die Seuchen traduction en Allemand de Uli Menke – commande du Carreau – Scène 

Nationale à Forbach, 2018

She No Princess, He No Hero traduction en Anglais de Chris Campbell, 2018

Penthy sur la bande, traduction en Italien de Silvia Accardi, 2018

Suzy Storck, traduction en Anglais de Chris Campbell, Editions Oberon, 2017

Suzy Storck, traduction en Allemand de Almuth Voß, 2017

The Lulu Projekt, traduction en Italien de Gioia Costa, 2017

Suzy Storck, traduction en Italien de Maria Sole Galli, 2016

ERWIN MOTOR / Devotion (Erwin Motor / Dévotion) traduction en Anglais de Chris Campbell, 

Editions Oberon, 2013

El Colomar (Le pigeoniner) traduction en Catalan de Albert Arribas, 2011

The Pigeon House (Le pigeonnier) traduction en Anglais de Chris Campbell, 2011

ERWIN MOTOR / Devoción (Erwin Motor / Dévotion) traduction en Espagnol (Mexique) de 

Humberto Perez-Mortera, 2011

ERWIN MOTOR / Hingabe  (Erwin Motor / Dévotion) traduction en Allemand de Frank Weigand, 

commande de la Saarländischer Rundfunk, 2012
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III. The play elsewhere

1. TRANSLATOR’S FOREWORD : CHRIS CAMPBELL
 

Chris Campbell is the Editorial Director of Oberon Books. He was 
previously Literary Manager of the Royal Court Theatre and, before 
that, for six years, he was Deputy Literary Manager of the National 
Theatre.

He has translated plays by Philippe Minyana, David Lescot, Rémi de 
Vos, Adeline Picault, Magali Mougel, Launcelot Hamelin, Frédéric 
Blanchette, Catherine-Anne Toupin and Fabrice Roger-Lacan for The
National, The Gate, The Almeida, The Donmar, The Traverse and The 
Young Vic among others. In 2017, Oberon Books published a 
collection of his contemporary French translations. Recent 
productions include Right Now (Traverse/Bush/Ustinov) and Suzy 
Storck (The Gate).

As an actor Chris Campbell has worked at theatres including The 
National, The Royal Court, The Traverse, The West Yorkshire 
Playhouse, The Birmingham Rep, The Gate and English Touring 
Theatre. Directors have included Howard Davies, Sir Richard Eyre, Sir
Peter Hall, Richard Wilson, William Gaskill, Erica Whyman, Stephen 

Daldry, Ian Brown and Annie Castledine. Most recently, he appeared alongside Meryl Streep in 
The Iron Lady.

In 2013 he was appointed Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et Lettres by the French government.
 
« I had already translated three plays by Magali Mougel before this one crossed my path. Before 
we’d ever met, my version of her short piece, The Pigeon House, was to be produced in a small 
theatre in London in 2012 and I contacted her at her home in Strasbourg to let her know, 
whereupon she set out on an epic journey to see it; train to Paris, Eurostar to London, picked up 
at the station on my motorbike and, pausing only for a beer by the Thames, through the city to 
the theatre for a play that lasted barely fifteen minutes… This was commitment and a sense of 
adventure on the grand scale and I knew I wanted to work with her again.

Erwin Motors was translated and published. Suzy Storck translated and produced to great 
acclaim. All these works are fierce and uncompromising and I confess I was astonished and 
intrigued to hear that she had written a play for a younger audience.
Of course, as soon as I began to read it, I recognised the same qualities that inform her other 
work: a very particular way of looking at the world; a voice as unique as her eye; a deep moral 
seriousness combined with an irrepressible playfulness.
Perhaps the chief challenge in translating such a work is to distinguish between what is 
distinctively French and what is distinctively Magali Mougel. I hope that some of both those 
qualities survives into the translation. In any case, I doubt you’ll have come across anything quite 
like this before. »

Chris Campbell
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2. SHE NO PRINCESS, HE NO HERO AROUND THE WORLD

« ARTCENA : How was this piece received abroad?  

Magali Mougel : The question we could ask ourselves is to know what it is to be a boy or a girl, is 
not a French monopoly. And I think it’s a question that is asked nearly everywhere in the world.
Because it seems to me wherever you might be on the planet, we are subjected to certain norms,
solely based on the sex at birth.
And I’m not even speaking to the question of intersexuality.
It’s really a problematic that is general,and based on whether we are born a boy or a girl, we 
don’t necessarily have the same rights of access to envision the same possibilities for the future.
Maybe this text doesn’t questionthat frontally. But it comes to rebalance, update the issue 
perhaps that there is no distinction to be had in the way we act whether we are
a girl or a boy.

ARTCENA : What has your experience of working internationally been? 

Magali Mougel : I don’t have personal experience abroad, meaning I’ve never worked abroad, but 
I’ve been lucky to have my texts travel. And what is surprising for me is to see some of my texts 
that are published, and that exist for a certain period, become the subject of translation and 
production abroad. Namely a text in London, and recently one in Italy, even though they’ve never 
been performed in France. I am lucky to have a translatorfor English who accompanies my work, 
Chris Campbel who translated "Elle pas princesse, Lui pas héros". And other translations that 
have been done, either in Germany, in Spanish in Mexico.
But also in Brazil, Argentina, Catalonia, Italy,  and of course England and the United States.

ARTCENA : What advice would you give international creative teams looking to stage your play?

Magali Mougel : What I could say to companies hoping to put on "Elle pas princesse, Lui pas 
héros", is that it’s really a text that shows that nothing goes
without saying in society.
And when we often have the idea that everything is going fine that gender relations are
finally totally ok. And maybe things have reached true equality between men and women. But we 
realize in the end the differences are all the more insidious and much more twisted that we could 
ever have imagined. »

Extract from the Magali Mougel video interview conducted by ARTCENA in July 2019 for 
Contxto's 2018/2019 awards. The full interview is available to watch on our website
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VI. The Contxto network

In order to raise the international profile of francophone dramatic writing, ARTCENA joined with 
the French Ministry of Culture, the French Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs, the Institut 
Français  and the SACD (French Society of Dramatic Writers and Composers) to launch Contxto. 

This network aims to support the translation, promotion and international staging of works by 
Francophone playwrights. Contxto enjoys international presence thanks to its partner members, 
Instituts Français branches around the world and embassy services, drawing on their expertise 
and networks of local operators. 

Contxto is coordinated by ARTCENA

68 rue de la Folie Méricourt 
75011 Paris
France
artcena.fr
contact@artcena.fr 
(+33) 1 55 28 10 10 
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